Zephyr Environmental Corporation

EHS Data Systems
Z

ephyr develops, maintains, and supports custom, userfriendly data and information management solutions
for a variety of business needs. Our objective is to build
easy-to-use systems that simplify and automate data input,
manipulation, and reporting.

OUR DATA SYSTEMS ARE NOT SOFTWARE
We develop systems using familiar software such as Microsoft®
Excel, Access, and Outlook to create custom data solutions to
meet each client’s specific requirements. These systems are
most often designed to track, store, and report data both for
proof of regulatory compliance and for internal tracking purposes such as personnel training records or to
track deadlines and task completion. While Zephyr has built many stand-alone systems, we also have successfully leveraged legacy systems at client facilities in order to meet new data management objectives.

OUR DATA SYSTEMS ARE SIMPLE AND EFFECTIVE
All of Zephyr’s systems are designed to maximize functionality and flexibility while minimizing complexity
and user training requirements. Examples of the types of facilities that successfully employ Zephyr systems
include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Chemical manufacturing
Cement manufacturing
Semiconductor manufacturing
Electrical utilities
Quality-control laboratories
High-volume auto-body painting operations

OUR DATA SYSTEMS ARE WHAT EHS MANAGERS NEED
At Zephyr, we combine our knowledge of regulatory issues, our client’s internal requirements and programming skills to develop unique solutions that meet our client’s data and information management needs. Our
EHS Data Systems have addressed the following data management needs:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Air Permit Compliance
Air Emissions Tracking
Regulatory Task Tracking
Records Management
Waste and Air Compliance
Risk Screening Tool
Emergency Response Team Administration
Training Courses, Dates and Attendance

Screen shots of some of our EHS Data Systems can be seen on Zephyr’s website at http://www.zephyrenv
.com/services.ehs.html. Contact us for a free web demonstration.
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